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Abstract

The digitization of Cultural Heritage collections has enabled the use of computational methods such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) on textual collections. These methods have been used widely in Digital Humanities (DH) to study digitized contents with automated processes. The Semantic Web and linked data technologies have been applied to describe document collections and their metadata in library and museum collections. They provide infrastructure for connecting different collections by linking them using shared vocabularies that describe metadata values and fields.

Linked data is also used in Finnish museum and library collections. It is commonly used to modeling document metadata, such as author, or title of a piece of work. Also, the content of a document in a collection is usually described using manually assigned keywords. Other information about the content is often scarce and finding documents related to an actor can be laborious. This thesis studies and presents novel models, methods, and tools for transforming and enriching document collections automatically to linked data. Linked data technology helps to link together documents of a collection based on their metadata, e.g., author, or publisher. It can be also used to link documents based on information extracted about the content, such as actors mentioned in text.

The aim of this thesis is to study how the NLP methods and linked data can be used to study digitized document collections, such as biographies. Research in this thesis is conducted by designing, implementing, and evaluating proof-of-concept systems, tools, and data for real life use cases. The research follows the principles of the design science and action research.

The thesis presents a toolkit that can be used to model, transform, and enrich biographical text document collections to linked data to improve collection's information retrieval and interoperability internally and with other collections. The data model for describing text document collection's content and features, e.g., keywords and mentioned names, creates a foundation for building intelligent services based on the linked data such as network or linguistic analysis. These services can be used to visualize the interlinked data by showing the relations between themes or actors. In addition, the linked-data-based datasets can be used as an input for NLP tools to create data analytical visualizations and applications. This approach can be also used to evaluate the quality and content of text document collections for DH research. The prototypes created for data transformation, enrichment, and information visualization can be also applied to other document collections.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

In the recent years, Cultural Heritage (CH) [206, 239, 20, 214, 235] collections have been digitized to different databases. The CH collections can consist of artifacts, such as documents (e.g., letters, books, biographical descriptions). The collection data by nature is syntactically and semantically heterogeneous, multilingual, semantically rich, and highly interlinked. It is produced and hosted by organizations, such as museums, libraries, archives, and media organizations, and individuals. As the collections have been digitized, the role of information retrieval (IR) [152] has become relevant to the users of the data. It is often laborious to look for the data from multiple different databases and collections. In addition, there may be more information about the search topic in the database itself than what is evident based on search results. Documents can contain individual references to, e.g., people or places that can be hard to find with a search engine query. These references can contain new information and themes about these topics that can be lost in the results of search engines. The recall of traditional search engines can also suffer because they cannot handle, for example, people whose names change. Therefore, it can be laborious to study the depths of a database for breadcrumbs of information in order to get access to these references. Regardless, these document collections are studied in humanities research to learn about their content.

Digital Humanities (DH) [66, 204] is a field of research that utilizes computational methods to study digital resources and their usage. Computer science is the study of algorithms, computation, and information. The fundamental underlying question in computer science is, “what can be automated?” [5]. Recently, the application of computational methods, such as natural language processing [115] (NLP), has increased in DH research. The NLP supports application of automated methods for digitized texts, such as distant reading [168, 167, 109]. Distant reading applies computa-
tional methods to study texts, e.g., literature. The DH scholars use these methods to analyze digitized text collections and their content. In Finland, document collections, such as old newspapers, letters, and year books, are being digitized to improve accessibility and to preserve them for scholars. The NLP methods can be applied to these materials in order to facilitate data analysis. Similarly, NLP methods can be used to extract information that can be used to improve accessibility for search engines.

Semantic Web and linked data technologies can be utilized in describing digitized document collection metadata. The Semantic Web [14, 57] is an extension of the World Wide Web and its goal is to make data on the Web machine-readable. This can be achieved by adding descriptors to existing content and data on the Web by using technologies, such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [42]. Linked data [18, 13] is a term coined by Tim Berners-Lee to describe an interlinked web of data. The technologies enable description of text collections, linking them internally and externally to other document collections and other resources based on the metadata and used ontologies. Metadata is structured data that describes characteristics of an entity, such as a document [38, 178]. Ontologies are used to define the terminology between different agents and databases [216, 72, 23, 73]. In computer science, an ontology is defined as a shared model describing entities and their relationships in a specific domain [233, 108], i.e., a controlled vocabulary represented in a declarative formalism. Thus, ontologies contain concepts with explicitly defined semantics that can be used in metadata as values of metadata elements or properties. [72, 217] Describing document metadata with concepts of an ontology makes them understandable for machines [197, 10, 53, 31]. This enables, for example, the integration of heterogeneous document collections [110, 215].

Typically, Semantic Web content is published for machines by using linked data services through, e.g., SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language [227]) endpoints [80] functioning as an infrastructure that can be used to build linked data applications (e.g., web-based semantic portals and services) for end users. In recent years, the Semantic Web and linked data technologies have moved towards describing texts document structures to enable a variety of tasks, such as question answering [210, 135], describing documents (e.g., subject indexing) [221], and content recommending [162].

The Semantic Web and linked data technologies can be used by DH scholars to study digital collections and their application in the humanities research. The DH scholars rely on NLP tools and methods to process natural language or semi-structured texts to be able to apply data analysis to them. In order to produce data for close and distant reading applications, such as network visualizations, the data must often undergo various transformations and processes. By preprocessing text into a machine-readable
format and saving it into a data storage for further processing, the data can be used by DH scholars to study and to apply data analytic methods to it. Using Semantic Web technologies not only makes the data machine-readable, but also enables describing the transformed text documents and their content to improve interoperability and accessibility. Interlinking documents to each other based on content facilitates finding mutual references from the collection.

1.2 Research Environment

The research contained in this thesis has been conducted in SeCo as part of the WarSampo: Finnish World War II on the Semantic Web (WarSampo)\(^1\), Semantic Web Publications – Texts as Data Services (Severi)\(^2\), and Automatic Anonymization and Annotation of Legal Documents (Anoppi)\(^3\) projects. The WarSampo [94] project’s goal was to integrate, enrich, and publish Finnish WW2 data as Linked Open Data (LOD) using Semantic Web technologies, linked data, and NLP methods. The Severi project’s aim was to develop automatic annotation technology and tools for transforming texts into linked data services and applications, such as the BiographySampo\(^4\) [97] system. In the Anoppi project, the focus was to develop open automatic tools for semantic content description and annotation of documents. The tools can be used to extract information, such as references to person names, to enable anonymization of legal documents published as linked data to improve transparency of the Finnish legal system. In parallel, the tools can be used for enrichment of document metadata to support creation of intelligent applications based on linked data.

1.3 Objectives and Scope

The aim of this thesis is to develop linked-data-based methods and tools to transform natural language texts to knowledge for data enrichment, data search and exploration, and data analysis. As a solution, a knowledge extraction toolkit for DH is presented. It enables text analysis, such as applying close and distant reading methods, to digitized historical document collections. Combining this with Semantic Web technologies, the collections can be made more accessible for the DH scholars and the public. The data models, tools, resources, and methods introduced in this thesis

\(^1\)https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/sotasampo/en/
\(^2\)https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/severi/
\(^3\)https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/anoppi/
are built for processing Finnish language text documents. By utilizing the toolkit, text documents are modeled and transformed into linked data, creating a knowledge graph [180]. The knowledge graphs of document collections can be enriched by using the knowledge graph as source data for the NLP-based enrichment methods in the kit. The methods can be applied to it to support creation of linked data infrastructures that can be used to build search, exploration, and data analytical applications for humanists.

The objectives for the knowledge extraction tools for DH presented in this thesis are:

- **Model for text document collections (OBJ 1)** Provide a data model that is usable for search, exploration, and data analytical applications. The data model provides a framework for describing document collections by standardizing metadata classes, properties, and their values.

- **Pipeline for transforming text to linked data (OBJ 2)** Provide a pipeline for transforming natural language texts to linked-data-based knowledge graph while preserving the text document’s features, such as preexisting annotations and document structures.

- **Facilitate knowledge discovery (OBJ 3)** Support knowledge discovery [147, 185] by providing tools for enriching the knowledge graphs with, for example, referenced proper names, keywords, and linguistic information using the knowledge graph as a foundation for applications.

- **Applications for search, exploration, and data analytics (OBJ 4)** Provide pilot systems for searching, exploring, and analyzing document collections. The systems for exploring and data analytics also support close and distant reading.

- **Promote generalizability of tools and applications to other CH collections (OBJ 5)** Provide generalized tools and applications that can be used for Finnish language texts in different environments and text document collections.

- **Facilitate linked-data-based biographical and prosopographical research (OBJ 6)** Support scholars in biographical [199] and prosopographical research [240, 76] by enabling text analysis applications that apply close and distant reading methods on text document collections transformed into linked data. This Linked Open Data service can be used for querying, analyzing, and visualizing the data flexibly by using...
external tools, such as Yasgui [196] for SPARQL, or Jupyter\textsuperscript{5} and Google Colaboratory (CoLab)\textsuperscript{6} by Python scripting.

- **Evaluate the applicability of the data in proof-of-concept systems (OBJ 7)** Test the applicability of the knowledge graphs and its systems in practice by evaluating the datasets and proof-of-concept systems and analytics based on the data.

### 1.4 Research Questions

In respect to the objectives presented above, the goal of this thesis is to answer the following research questions.

1. **Can a data model using existing models (CIDOC, NIF, DC-Terms) model text document structure of the cultural heritage domain? (RQ 1)** For this research question, it is assumed that the target of modeling is a collection of natural language text documents. The data model for text documents of a collection needs not only to describe the collection but also to enable building applications. The model needs to include not only extracted information from the document collection, such as text structures, but also support adding enriched information, such as referenced proper names that are linked to internal or external source. These features are can be used for building search, exploration, and data analytical applications.

2. **The production of semantic data from text** Machine-readable data can be used to build applications for search, exploration, and data analytics that facilitate knowledge discovery. To produce the data from a document collection, a pipeline has to be built that first transforms and then enriches the data with, for example, entity linking. The production of semantic data from text is addressed by two research questions.

   (a) **Can a pipeline be built to transform Finnish documents and their collections be transformed into semantically rich and machine readable format? (RQ 2a)** This research question utilizes the data model from the previous research question for representing a natural language text document collection. The transformation requires attention to minimize the loss of information and to transform not only the texts but also add layers of semantic metadata, e.g., document structures and embedded annotations, into the machine “understandable”

\textsuperscript{5}https://jupyter.org/

\textsuperscript{6}https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb#recent=true
format. The NLP pipeline needs to be generalized so that it can be used for different domains and collections. In addition, it would be desirable if the pipeline could be applicable to documents in other languages.

(b) Can NLP-based methods can be used to build generilizable tools to enrich knowledge graphs for different document collections? (RQ 2b) This research question assumes that there is a knowledge graph containing document collection metadata. The documents can be used to enrich the metadata by extracting information and linking it to ontologies to bring added value, e.g., interoperability, to the knowledge graph. Therefore, by building tools to enrich the dataset to facilitate knowledge discovery. The entity linking tools require configurations that can change with respect to context. The tools should also be generalizable to be usable for different document collections.

3. Can the semantic data enriched with linked named entities, keywords, and linguistic data be utilized to build search, exploration, and data analytic tools and applications for prosopographical research? (RQ 3) This research question assumes that there is a document collection knowledge graph that contains enriched document metadata. The linked data infrastructure supports building applications on top of knowledge graphs. The knowledge graphs need to contain content describing metadata that is interlinked with ontologies. They can be used to build applications for search, exploration, and data analytics. The close and distant reading applications utilize the metadata to visualize the content. The applications built here are required to be generalizable and applicable to various document collections.

4. Can semantic data and its applications enable new data analysis methods in biographical and prosopographical research? (RQ 4) In this research question, it is assumed that a text document collection has been transformed in accordance to the data model of the first research question into a knowledge graph. It is also assumed that the knowledge graph is enriched and can be used through linked data services to build applications. These applications enable to study document collections and their provenance. The linked data services of a document collection knowledge graph enable querying and visualizing data directly for close and distant reading methods. This should facilitate biographical and prosopographical research.

In Table 1.1, the presented research questions (RQ) are answered with publications (P) I–VII. The table illustrates how each publication contributes to research questions.
Table 1.1. The relationship between research questions (RQ 1–5) and publications (PI–VII)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>PII</th>
<th>PIII</th>
<th>PIV</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>PVI</th>
<th>PVII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 2a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 2b</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 Research Process and Dissertation Structure

The research conducted in this thesis has utilized the design science [154, 84, 181] and action research [12, 11, 28, 44] methodologies. The design science is a utility and technology-oriented research paradigm in information systems discipline. Its purpose is to “devise artifacts” to attain its goals [84, 154]. These artifacts are assessed against criteria of value or utility to see if they work or provide improvements to existing solutions. Typically, design science research does not produce theoretical knowledge but applies knowledge of tasks or situations in order to create effective artifacts. These artifacts can be constructs, models, methods, and implementations. The process to create these artifacts consists of iteration of two main tasks, building and evaluating.

Design sciences are typically applied sciences. In the building task, the artifact or new technology is constructed for a specific purpose by exploiting the knowledge created by basic research. However, it can prove to be a challenge to explain how and why the created artifact works as the natural laws governing an artifact and the surrounding environment are not well understood. Therefore, the knowledge and understanding of a design problem and its solution are gained while building and applying an artifact. The novelty of design science, in comparison to routine design work and systems building work, is that its purpose is to create an innovative, purposeful artifact for a specified problem domain. This means that the solution is for an unsolved problem or a known problem is solved in a more effective or efficient way. In design science, the progress is made when existing technologies are replaced by more effective ones. The evaluation task determines the performance of the product based on its purpose. The applicability of the solution is evaluated using experimental, analytical, observational, testing, and descriptive evaluation methods in a real world environment and scenarios.

In contrast to the technology-oriented design science, action research is a research method that is considered suited to the study of technology
in its human context [12, 11, 44]. Action research’s focus is on solving organizational problems with subjects of the research while at the same time contributing to knowledge. It is a process that consists of two main stages: a diagnostic and a therapeutic stage. In the diagnostic stage, the researcher and the subject collaborate to get an analysis of the social situation. This is followed by the therapeutic stage where changes are made to improve the situation and their effects are studied.

The action research is by its nature an iterative process and it has additional structure to achieve required scientific rigor. After establishing a research environment, the action research cycle iterates five identifiable phases: diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating, and specifying learning. The evaluation phase must analyze whether the taken action relieved the problems. Regardless of the outcome of the action, the action research cycle can continue and adjust its theoretical framework to reflect the outcome. Action research aims to link theory and practice by developing further knowledge about the organization and the validity of relevant theoretical frameworks until it has managed to understand or solve a given problem.

In this thesis, a knowledge extraction toolkit is created that contains models, tools, and methods for analyzing text document collections. The toolkit is based on analyzing the user requirements that are collected from scholars, professionals, and laymen. The user requirements have been collected by conducting literary and systems reviews, formulating illustrative use scenarios, building pilot prototypes based on the data, and gathering feedback from the actual users, such as scholars in humanities. Based on the iterative nature of the design science and action research methods, mathematical and user-based evaluations have been used to assess the accuracy and the purposefulness of the developed tools, transformation of the data, and the data analytical applications. The prototype tools and applications act as proof of concepts that demonstrate the utility of the software and data artifacts for the given user requirements [181]. In addition, by using the system and the data in real world use cases in the action research setting evaluates its impact in actual situations. The utility of the systems is ensured by basing the features of the data, functionalities of the tools and applications on existing research, and illustrative use scenarios.

This thesis is structured as follows. The Chapter 2 contains the theoretical foundation and literature review. The results of this thesis are presented in Chapter 3. Lastly, the implications of the results, validity of the work, and further research are discussed in Chapter 4.
2. Theoretical Foundation

In this chapter, the theoretical foundation of the research questions and objectives of this thesis are reviewed. The literature review is divided into modeling document collections, automatic annotation pipeline implementations, and applications of the data. In Chapter 4, the comparison between literary review and results are discussed in detail.

2.1 Modeling Document Collections

The CH collections consist often of multi-disciplinary data (archaeology, history, architecture, science, etc.) that are available in multiple formats (images, texts, 3d models, etc.) and aimed to different user groups (museum operators, tourists, academics, etc.) [235]. To help different user groups to find this data, various collective data aggregation systems have been created and opened for the public to browse the data [235]. These data aggregation systems exist not only on international, and national level, such as Wikidata\(^1\)[244], Europeana\(^2\) or Finna\(^3\) but also in thematic communities, such as ARIADNEplus\(^4\) in archaeology.

Modeling these collections has proved to be a challenge from an IR perspective, and Semantic Web technologies have been proposed to solve the issues [235]. There are standardized vocabularies and models that have been designed for representation of different structured controlled vocabularies, such as RDF Schema [245], Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [165, 107, 235] and OWL (Web Ontology Language) [87]. Several data models have been created also for describing features of documents, their collections, and related metadata, e.g., document name, publication time, collection maintainer, and location of the collection. The Europeana Data Model (EDM) [50, 235] is a data model designed for de-

\(^{1}\)https://www.wikidata.org
\(^{2}\)https://www.europeana.eu/
\(^{3}\)https://www.finna.fi/
\(^{4}\)https://ariadne-infrastructure.eu/
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Describing CH collections. There are also specified models and vocabularies for bibliographical cataloging, e.g., Resource Description and Access (RDA) vocabularies in RDA Registry [229, 184], Bibliographic Framework Initiative (BIBFRAME) vocabulary and model [131, 249], and Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Record (FRBR) [228, 235]. For describing resources available online, there are general vocabularies, such as Schema.org [74], Dublin Core (DC) Metadata Element Set [46, 235], and DCMI Metadata Terms [190, 45, 235]. In addition, the International Committee for Documentation (CIDOC) has developed since 1996 a Conceptual Reference Model [49, 51, 235] CIDOC CRM that has been registered as a ISO standard and aims to facilitate information interchange between databases of museums, libraries, archives, and others. These models are utilized in data aggregation systems that use Semantic Web technologies and linked data, such as in Europeana, and ARIADNEplus.

The document collections consisting of artifacts, such as newspapers, biographical documents, or books, can be part of library, museum, or archive collections. For example, the Finnish National Library\(^6\) has digitized a vast collection of books, pamphlets, newspapers, and other textual documents for users. The texts can be searched from databases based on the metadata that has been collected from its items. The metadata of these databases often consists of elements, such as the title, authors, publication year, and publisher. Content has often been described using keywords. Some organizations and institutions, such as libraries [203], have moved to using Semantic Web and linked data in describing their document collections. The National Library of Finland has published as LOD the national bibliography Fennica [222]\(^7\), containing the largest collection of bibliographical entries in Finland.

Modeling texts of document collections has also received more attention in the past few years. Well-known standards and data models for modeling texts include Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) [238, 225], NLP Interchange format (NIF) [81, 82, 83], and NLP Annotation Format (NAF) [60]. The TEI is a standard for the representation of texts in XML format. Unlike the RDF data model and language, the XML format does not provide a computational semantics to markup. TEI format is not by default compatible with the RDF and needs to be converted to an RDF-based format, such as RDF/XML, to achieve that [37, 113]. The NIF is an RDF/OWL-based format and its goal is to attain interoperability between NLP tools, language resources, and annotations [83, 155]. It concentrates on modeling document structures, common terms, and concepts. The NIF model has been utilized in building tools [121], RDF-based corpora for machine learning [26], and in NLP tasks, such as question answering [210, 135] and

\(^5\)Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
\(^6\)https://digi.kansalliskirjasto.fi/
a transformer has been created for converting CoNLL-u to NIF [33]. In contrast, the NAF is originally an XML-based model designed to represent linguistic annotations in complex NLP architectures. It complies with the recommendations set for the XML data model created for modeling language called Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF) [102, 103]. The NAF model can also be converted to RDF and, similarly to the NIF, its representations conform to the principles of linked data. The NAF can also be used to describe named entities (NE), e.g., referenced names that are linked to external sources within the text. It has been used to model, for example, the BiographyNet document collection and news of the NewsReader dataset [61, 60]. However, the NAF would require more adjusting to describe document structures and their relations in more detail whereas the NIF is more widely used but lacks the ability to model language and linguistic information. Also, the NIF enables the modeling of NEs extracted from the text, however, similarly to the NAF, it is a generic representation of a NE that doesn’t take into account the different purposes of the possible co-existing annotations, such as manual annotations (e.g., HTML links, highlighted concepts or works) and automatically generated annotations.

There are multiple formats that can be used for modeling language and linguistic information. The CoNLL-U format is one such an example. The format has been created in the Universal dependencies (UD) project [173] as a standard for annotating linguistic information, such as part-of-speech (POS) tags, lemmas, dependency grammar, and structures. Also, RDF-based vocabularies [159] have been developed for more complex linguistic data, such as Lemon [157], OntoLex-Lemon [158], and the Multilingual Morpheme Ontology (MMoOn) [123]. The model for the MMoOn has influenced the OntoLex-Lemon model development [34, 124]. The NAF format utilizes guidelines of the XML-based LAF model in annotating linguistic information. The LAF data model was developed by the International Standards Organization (ISO)’s sub-committee on Language Resource Management [103]. The LAF’s purpose is to provide a broad framework for representing linguistic annotations to served as the basis for lexicons, morpho-syntactic and syntactic annotations, as well as for a range of semantic annotation types. The LAF-based linguistic annotations have been revised in the NAF format [60] in order that it can be easily be converted to RDF. It supports several annotations over a text at different linguistic levels including information, such as the POS tags and lemmas of terms. However, it would need to be adjusted to support morphological features of Finnish while the CoNLL-U format, for instance, would provide already grounds for annotating linguistic information in Finnish language texts.

---

8. https://universaldependencies.org/format.html
2.2 Production of Semantic Data from Text

Manually annotating and subject indexing document collections is laborious, costly, and time consuming work. [36, 137] However, it can also be a hard task to do annotations automatically with a computer and it requires dedicated algorithms and domain specific information for the task. Automatic annotation process utilizes NLP methods for information extraction (IE) [40] to pick information, such as POS tags for words, events, person names, place names, topics, or keywords, from unstructured or semi-structured text in natural language documents. The annotations can be added into document metadata and used, for example, in search optimization in search engines [52, 38, 183, 128] or in different data visualization and analytical applications (e.g., network [55, 247] and map visualizations [86]).

In Finnish language materials, IE methods, such as subject indexing, have been used for documents, e.g., newspapers [120, 128], member or student catalogs [138, 95], and other documents [118, 117]. The methods are often used to make search applications to find documents based on extracted keywords, words, and mentioned names. Typically, these systems, depending on the source material, perform OCR on the texts, apply NLP methods, and finally use the results to build search applications and data analytical visualizations.

In this thesis, the automatic annotation methods are used in a pipeline that transforms text firstly to RDF and then to enrich its metadata for search optimization and data analytics. The NLP methods used are discussed in the following subsections. Automatic NLP pipelines and toolkits have been created for different languages earlier [121, 182, 136, 6, 194] but not all of them use RDF to record the results. The toolkits are often for users, such as scholars or software developers, and they contain means for transforming and annotating text into a desired format that can be then used for tasks, such as IR, data analytics, or information visualizations.

2.2.1 Extracting Linguistic Information

In order to extract linguistic information from Finnish language materials, the first stage is to extract linguistic and morphological information from the texts. Like Estonian and Hungarian, the Finnish language is highly inflected [220, 211]. In Finnish, meaning is expressed through morphological affixation (agglutinativity) by using case endings [220, 211][77, Section § 53]. The slightly inflected languages, such as English, use syntactic structures to express plural and possessive relations, grammatical cases, and verb tenses and aspects [220].

A common method for finding the root form of a word is stemming [152]. Stemming can be characterized as a crude heuristic process that cuts
off the ends of words to find the root. The process often includes the removal of derivational affixes. Regardless, stemmers (e.g., the Snowball stemmer\textsuperscript{10} \cite{129}) don’t work well with highly inflected languages \cite{211,119,220,3}. An alternative method for finding the root or base form of the word is to utilize lemmatization \cite{153,152}. Lemmatization’s aim is to uncover the lemma (e.g., basic form or base form) for an inflected surface form of a word that appears in the input text \cite{153,152}. The lemmatization process utilizes vocabularies and morphological analysis of words to find their lemmas \cite{153,152}. Therefore, it is considered to be a more sophisticated method for finding the base form for a word than stemming.

The morphological analysis can be also used as a standalone method to find word’s base form and to get linguistic information. Its goal is to identify the word’s inflection form and use the information to find the base form. The morphological analysis selects the most probable sequence of lexemes \cite{250,4}. A lexeme is a unit of lexical meaning that includes a lemma and inflected forms \cite{153}. There exist specially designed morphological analyzers \cite{130} for Finnish language texts to tackle the complexity of the morphological structure of words, such as FinTwol\textsuperscript{11} \cite{144}, OMorFi\textsuperscript{12} \cite{187}, and FDG\textsuperscript{13} \cite{224}. They are required to uncover lemmas embedded in words \cite{143}. In addition, in recent years many other tools have been created that use morphological analysis tools to enrich its results with linguistic information, such as the Finnish dependency parser\textsuperscript{14} \cite{79} and its follower Turku neural parser pipeline\textsuperscript{15} \cite{116}. They enrich the morphological analysis results with dependency grammar and transform the results to CoNNL-U\textsuperscript{16} \cite{193} format.

\subsection*{2.2.2 Named Entity Linking}

The process of extracting and linking textual entities, such as place names, is called Named Entity Linking (NEL) \cite{75,27,155}. NEL extracts and links NEs to vocabularies and ontologies from text input. The NEs are defined as proper names and quantities of interest \cite{230,35}. They are phrases that contain names of persons, organizations, locations, dates, times, and quantities (monetary values, percentages). According to Jurafsky \cite{115}, a NE is everything that can be referred to with a proper name. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is that task that identifies these entities from texts by detecting and classifying names from the text to different categories \cite{230,35}.

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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According to Hachey et al. [75], NEL can be divided into three phases: extraction, searching, and disambiguation that produce the linked NEs. The NER task extracts NEs from texts. In the second phase, the descriptive identities are searched for the entities. NEL requires the use of vocabularies (such as Wikidata or Wikipedia (DBpedia) [205, 75]) that contain vast amounts of information about entities in order to be able to identify and connect to them. Named entity disambiguation (NED) [75, 27, 248, 41] is the process of signing correct identities or links for NEs. For example, the word Suomi can point to, for example, the last name of a person or a place name depending on the context. The use of context is vital in identifying the correct identities of NEs [88]. In Finnish, person names can be hard to separate from organization or place names [188] in addition to having multiple different persons or places with the same name. For example, Karjala can refer to a village or geographical area in eastern Fennoscandia. There are multiple proposed methods for general disambiguation of NEs and also for dedicated methods of particular NE types, e.g., geographical named entity disambiguation [71, 89, 65, 242, 29, 88, 253].

NEL tools [163, 172, 156] have been developed for different types of English language texts and use cases. DBpedia Spotlight [163] has been created to link text documents to DBpedia [8] to enable building search and faceted browsing applications. It uses the vector space model for NED. The DBpedia Spotlight can be configured for a variety of languages, however, the results are poor for Finnish. The Tagme [58] system, similarly to DBpedia Spotlight, has been developed to link text to DBpedia. It applies the bag-of-words paradigm [115, 78] that is enhanced with a voting scheme for NED for English texts. Other state-of-the-art tools for NEL include AIDA [172] (mapping algorithm), YODIE [43, 47] (NED based on combination of four metrics: textual similarity, semantic similarity between neighboring entities, word level contextual similarity, and URI frequency in Wikipedia articles), and Zemanta [47] (machine learning). These tools have been used, e.g., for analyzing and linking mentions in Twitter feeds.

For Finnish texts, the ARPA tool [148] has been developed. ARPA is an entity linking tool that can be configured to match entities from text to different vocabularies. It uses the Language Analysis Service (LAS) [149] for lemmatizing. In order to identify NEs, various NER tools can be used depending on the language. For English, there exists a vast variety of NER tools [236], such as Stanza [194], spaCy17[236] and BERT-based NER models [48, 142]. The most commonly used NER tools for Finnish are Stanford NER18[59], FinBERT-based Finnish NER [145], and FiNER [201]. Stanford NER is a machine-learning-based named entity recognizer tool that

---

17 https://spacy.io
18 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.html
can be trained for various languages including Finnish [202]. FinBERT is based on Google’s BERT model and can be used for NLP tasks, such as NER and text classification. FinBERT is developed by the TurkuNLP research group. The FiNER tool is a rule-based tool that utilizes vocabularies in NER. It has been developed by the FIN-CLARIN consortium at the University of Helsinki.

2.2.3 Subject Indexing

Subject indexing [220, 36, 137, 252] is a process of describing the contents of documents using descriptive keywords from a controlled vocabulary or thesaurus. It aims to cover the main topics exhaustively and describe the aboutness of a text precisely, while seeking a condensed representation of the content. Many document collections use subject indexing and keywords to describe the document. Traditionally subject indexing requires that a human reads the document and then creates annotations or picks keywords. A generic tool for automatic subject indexing and annotating could reduce time and resources spent on the task [36, 137, 252].

Automated subject indexing tools [198, 189] use a process that can be divided into two main phases: keyword extraction and keyword assignment. Keyword extraction is a sub-task of IE that identifies the keywords from the given input text. The task utilizes typically a dictionary of extraction patterns that can be produced manually or created automatically. Usually systems that create automatically extraction patterns use resources for training, such as previously annotated texts that contain context specific markup or manually assigned keywords. The keyword assignment is the identification of keywords from a controlled vocabulary of a reference list (a thesaurus) that often contains semantic information and relations (semantic lexicon). The choice of the keywords is made based on the selected term weighting scheme. Typically, models use three main variables to evaluate the relevancy of a word in a document: term frequency, document length, and the rarity of the word in the document collection. These features are used together to evaluate how distinctive a word in a document is. The documents in a collection are rewarded for term specificity if they contain rare words [177]. A frequently used term weighting scheme is the TF-IDF (term frequency and inverse document frequency) [177, 152] where weight of an individual term is computed using the TF-IDF scores to determine its uniqueness in a corpus. Unique terms are considered more important than frequently mentioned terms.

Subject indexing has been applied to various digitized datasets. There are multiple tools and algorithms for automatic subject indexing [146, 7, 221]. Most tools for automatic subject indexing are either lexical or machine-learning-based approaches [146, 7, 221]. Applications using lexical approaches include Maui and KEA [161] while for machine-learning-based
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applications FastXML [191], PD-Sparse [251], and fastText [114] are a couple examples. There have also been attempts to create ensembles and/or fusion architectures utilizing both approaches. An example of this is the Finnish Annif [221] tool created at the National Library of Finland.

2.3 Explorative Applications and Data Analysis

In order to use document collections for IR and analytical purposes, different applications can be built. In digital humanities case studies it is often the case that the data is ready for use after it is first filtered and transformed into a suitable format (e.g., TEI, HTML, or RDF) and then imported into a information visualization tool, such as ArcGIS19, Recogito20 [207, 208], Palladio21 [54], Gephi22 [32, 160], or tailored using programming languages, e.g., R or Python [213, 86, 122, 246, 234, 90, 85]. These tools are then configured to visualize results to answer different research questions and study the dataset at hand. In some cases public demonstrators are built and made available online for wider audiences [195].

The search, exploration, visualization, and data analytical applications can be also used for various DH data collections, such as biographical data. Representing and analyzing biographical data has become a new field of research and application. The first Biographical Data in Digital World workshop was held in 2015 (BD2015), where multiple works were presented about studying and analyzing biographies as data [1], and followed by a new proceedings of BD2017 with similar works [2]. In [134, 166], U.S. Legislator registry data23 was used to create search, exploration, and data analytical visualizations. In the NewsReader project24 the goal was to create story arcs by extracting events and actors from unstructured news and transforming them into RDF [200]. As a part of the NewsReader project, language technology was applied to Dutch biographies in the BiographyNet25 for extracting entities and relations and transforming them to RDF [174].

The Semantic Web and linked data infrastructure can be utilized to provide search, exploration, and data analytical services and applications for scholars. The semantic portals and services based on knowledge graphs usually provide the end users with means for data exploration [104] and

19 https://www.arcgis.com/index.html
20 https://recogito.pelagios.org/
21 https://hdlab.stanford.edu/palladio/
22 https://gephi.org/
23 https://github.com/unitedstates/congress-legislators/
24 http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
25 http://www.biographynet.nl/
analysis. These portals and services provide users with a variety of applications, such as faceted, ontology-based, and entity-based search engines, semantic browsing based on relations extracted and reasoned from the data, and tools for data analysis, visualization, and serendipitous knowledge discovery [92, 9]. An approach to provide these services is by utilizing the Sampo model\(^{26}\) [93] that has been used in a series of semantic CH portals, such as BiographySampo [98], AcademySampo [139], WarSampo [101], and NameSampo [105]. The model’s idea is that a semantic portal provides the end users with multiple application views to the content. The application perspective usage can be split to two phases. First, selecting interesting data using ontology-based faceted search [232, 127, 106]. Secondly, the visualization and data analytical tools are applied to the selected data.

In this thesis, the focus is on applications for network and linguistics analysis and how they can be built to study the modeled and enriched data extracted from natural language documents.

### 2.3.1 Network Analysis

Network science [22] studies complex networks, e.g., telecommunication networks, computer networks, biological networks, and social networks, where distinct actors or other entities are represented by nodes and the relations between them as links. It applies theory and methods from various fields of science, such as graph theory (mathematics), statistical mechanics (physics), data mining, and information visualization (computer science). A social network [176] is a social structure formed from a set of social actors (e.g., people or organizations), sets of dyadic ties (e.g., family relations or links to interests and works), and other social interactions between actors. In this thesis, we will concentrate on social networks formed from mentioned people extracted from a document collection.

Social networks have been used in information sciences [176, 141] and digital humanities [68] as a distant reading method. The network analysis based on biographical data has been studied in [247, 133, 25] where networks were created by extracting NEs and their relations from text. Several related works [247, 179, 133, 25, 55] about network analysis and visualization methods [171] have been presented for different datasets. The networks have been constructed from various formats and from datasets with sufficient metadata. Some networks [247, 179] enable browsing of the underlying data and relationships between its objects. In these networks, the variety of toggles (e.g., coloring and weighting options for nodes and links based on certain data derived criteria) for adjusting the network are limited and the networks offer a controlled set of nodes that can be browsed to study the underlying collection metadata.

Such exploratory relationship analysis views are also often limited in the

\(^{26}\)https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/
network visualization applications. In the case of LinkedJazz\textsuperscript{27}, there is a relationship view that gives more insight and helps to understand the links between some people of the network. The view shows transcripts where the references are made to other jazz musicians.

### 2.3.2 Linguistic Analysis

The corpus linguistic analysis\textsuperscript{[69]} or just linguistic analysis is a popular method when studying the language use in different materials and document collections among linguists. Linguistic analysis applies corpus linguistic methods to a corpus or dictionary of annotated natural language texts. Corpus linguistics\textsuperscript{[112, 17, 231]} is a research approach that uses quantitative or qualitative methods for obtaining and analyzing language data from a natural language text corpus. It, however, goes beyond methodological role and allows researchers to ask fundamentally different kinds of research questions, that sometimes results in changes in observations that derive from this approach\textsuperscript{[17, 231]}. It is a discipline within humanities that has utilized computational methodologies, such as NLP\textsuperscript{[24, 56]}, and is a branch of digital humanities research.

Linguistic analysis has been used, for example, to study parliamentary speeches\textsuperscript{[19]}. In addition, linguistic analysis has been used in other fields, such as in Ko et al.\textsuperscript{[126]} where a study was made about the computer software bug reports, with an analysis of the usage of verbs, adjectives, conjunctions, prepositions, and adverbs. In digital humanities, digital methods have been applied to create tools and portals where the user can study the vocabularies. One notable tool for digital humanists is the Voyant Tools\textsuperscript{28} [209] that supports many languages and their text analysis. For Finnish language resources, there is the KORP\textsuperscript{29} [21] tool. The KORP tool contains multiple corpora from Finnish newspapers to internet forum discussions. The user can search for words in the selected corpora and get a list of sentences that mention the word, statistics for corpora, and a geographical map where the words are used based on the location metadata about the document context.

Applications for visualization of NEs in texts have been created before. The purpose has been usually to interlink document collections, such as Wikipedia, based on mentioned NEs or terminology to provide more context and information to the users. For example, the contextual reader application, CORE\textsuperscript{[151]}, was created to find NEs in real-time from documents, link them to configured ontologies, and visualize the results by replacing the mentioned NEs in the texts with links that provide context. Similar vi-

\textsuperscript{27}https://linkedjazz.org/network/
\textsuperscript{28}https://voyant-tools.org/
\textsuperscript{29}https://korp.csc.fi/
sualizations of NE data have been used in, e.g., DBpedia Spotlight\textsuperscript{30} [163] and Gate Cloud\textsuperscript{31} [156].

\textsuperscript{30}https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/demo/
\textsuperscript{31}https://cloud.gate.ac.uk/
3. Results

This chapter answers the research questions of this thesis by presenting the results from the publications of this thesis. Afterwards, the results presented here are compared to prior research in the Chapter 4.

3.1 Modeling Document Collections

The data model for text documents can influence its usability for different tasks. This section describes the data model that is developed to answer to the research question 1: Can a data model using existing models (CIDOC, NIF, DC-Terms) model text document structure of the cultural heritage domain? The main research objectives of this section is the OBJ 1: Model for text document collections. The contributions are presented in the publications III and V that describe how to model a biographical document collection.

The text document collection modeled in this thesis originates from the National Biography of Finland $^1$ (NBF), edited by the Finnish Literature Society (SKS, in Finnish Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura) and published as a series of ten volumes [125] in print in 2003–2007. The collection is supplemented with other biographical collections published by the Finnish Literature Society, e.g., the Finnish Clergy 1554–1721 and 1800–1920, the Finnish Generals and Admirals in the Russian armed forces 1809–1917, and the Finnish Business Leaders, totaling today over 13,100 biographies [99]. The collections consist of a collection of short biographical texts written by the experts in the fields of history, science, art, culture, and business. They have also been made available online$^2$. The collections were re-published in 2018 as the semantic portal BiographySampo—Finnish biographies on the Semantic Web [97].

The linguistic data model, described in Publication III, for BiographySampo’s biographical text document collections was created by utilizing

$^1$https://kansallisbiografia.fi/
$^2$https://kansallisbiografia.fi/english/
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generalized models, such as NIF, DC Terms, and CIDOC CRM. It is created to enable building search, exploration, and data analytical applications for the dataset. The use of these data models facilitate information interchange between other document collections in services hosted by institutions, such as museums, libraries, and archives that use the same data models. The CIDOC CRM is used in the model by adding the cidoc:E31_Document class for each document object. The NIF model is used to separate document structures, such as titles, paragraphs, sentences, and words. The NIF model also supplied the document objects with text representations for paragraphs and titles and properties for describing the relations between sentences and words. DC Terms is used for describing the relationships between text structures by adding relations, such as isPartOf or hasPart, between paragraphs, sentences, and the document. The CoNLL namespace, used for the RDF representation of the original CoNLL-U format [33], is used for describing results of morphological analysis results for words from POS tags to word dependencies. The use of the conll namespace enables transforming CoNLL-U format to RDF while minimizing the information loss in the conversion process. In addition to the existing metadata schemas, a custom vocabulary was created to supplement the model. The custom vocabulary includes properties and classes for modeling features, such as HTML annotations of the texts, their relationships with text structures, and ordering of text structures. The HTML annotations were divided to classes depending on their annotation tag name and purpose, e.g., link or emphasis. Annotations also have the original text as a label and a possible link. The instances are connected to the source paragraph objects using DC Terms’ dct:references property and to words using dct:hasPart property.

The knowledge graph, based on this data model as such, would have been laborious to use. For example, some applications utilizing the data need to be able to separate the natural language texts from the semi-structured text before using it. Therefore, as a part of the solution to research question 1, a custom vocabulary for a group of helper properties and classes needed to be established. The helper properties supplement the model, for example, in classifying text based on content type (e.g., lead paragraph, text paragraph, or references). With the helper classes and properties, the analytics or NLP tasks based on the data, such as subject indexing, is easier to implement because, for example, the text paragraphs can be queried directly. Also, helper classes with statistical figures for each document (e.g., word counts, verb counts) can help in language analysis based on SPARQL by making the queries faster by reducing the amount of work.

In addition to modeling the texts, the knowledge graph was also enriched with automatically extracted and linked NEs (described in Publication V). The NEs were modeled using the custom vocabulary, NIF, and DC Terms.
The NE model differentiates the NEs from other types of annotations extracted from the texts. In the model, each entity is classified as a NE and they have basic information, such as extracted string, lemma, NE type, links to related concepts in other vocabularies, the location of the string in text, and used extraction method of the entity. The NE objects are also connected to the related words that are a part of the corresponding NE using dct:isPartOf. The sentence instances also are connected to NEs using a custom property. The extraction methods of NEs are collectively described in their own class that supports adding more provenance information for the method. Similarly, the NEs are typed using classes that describes the NE types. In addition to these, the overlapping NEs extracted from the text (due to multiple results from different tools) are grouped using a class representing a NE group. Each group makes a distinction regarding which is the primary entity that has the highest score among overlapping entities. The other entities of the group are simply the group’s members.

The data model presented here describes the model created to represent the BiographySampo’s biographical collection in RDF format. It has been created to provide easy access to the data for multiple different purposes, such as data analytics. The model also utilizes existing data models to facilitate information interchange between other document collections. The novelty of the model is that it supplies the text structures with detailed linguistic information (e.g., POS tagged words, dependency grammar) and differentiates between different types of annotations in the texts, e.g., HTML annotations and automatically extracted NEs. It also provides means to classify text paragraph types, e.g., lead, body text, and semi structured paragraphs. The data model offers a starting point for many NLP tasks, such as subject indexing and topic modeling, that can be used to enrich it further.

### 3.2 Production of Semantic Data from Text

The data model can be used in transformation of the text document collections to a knowledge graph that can be used for building applications and data analysis. The size of text document collections can vary a lot. Processing many documents can be a time consuming process depending on the size of the collection. Maintaining document structure is important to data analysis and NLP tasks that require context. Also, extracting pre-existing annotations can be useful in data analytical applications and in studying the document collection. Therefore, the procedure for transforming text into RDF using the model must make sure that the document structures and pre-existing markup are preserved. The extracted data can also be used in enriching the dataset further, e.g., with linguistic information or to identify references to NEs. To achieve this, an annotation pipeline is
required for transforming document collections into RDF and enriching them. The annotation pipeline extracts from the text 1) document structures, 2) pre-existing markup, 3) linguistic information, and 4) content describing entities. Here, the production of semantic data is split into two parts: 1) transforming document collections into RDF and 2) enriching the document collection using NLP techniques. Thus, the research question addressing this matter is split into two questions (2a and 2b). The solutions to research questions and objectives are explored separately in more detail in the following sections.

3.2.1 Text Transformation Pipeline

Text document collections transformed into RDF can be useful for building applications that utilize the knowledge graph. These applications require a knowledge graph that contains machine-readable semantically rich data. This section answers the research question 2a: Can a pipeline be built to transform Finnish documents and their collections be transformed into semantically rich and machine readable format? The main research objectives of this section are OBJ 2 (Pipeline for transforming text to linked data) and 5 (Promote generalizability of tools and applications to other CH collections). The publication III describes the transformation of the BiographySampo document collection into RDF.

An NLP pipeline was developed to enable transforming document collections into linked data. It produces RDF using the model described in Section 3.1. The document collections can be in different formats depending on the source data. The pipeline needs to support different source formats to enable transformation of texts in accordance with the model. Therefore, the pipeline can be configured to extract text from RDF, text, or HTML input. First, the pipeline creates a skeleton that contains metadata, such as relations and ordering, about the document structures, paragraphs, and titles. This is followed by a process where the pipeline utilizes existing software components, such as the Turku dependency parser, to generate morphological analysis of the document texts in CoNLL-U format. The CoNLL-RDF [33] tool then transforms the results into RDF. At the time, these tools were the only ones that are freely available, best performing, and least laborious to apply to transform text as RDF. These tools are supplemented with a reasoner module that infers more properties and connections based on the previous results and renders its results into RDF. For example, the Reasoner module adds order numbers for sentences within a paragraph to help to sort them and relations to connect sentences and words directly to documents. The Reasoner aims to enable easier queries with the added relations to retrieve sections of a document, such as sentences, in correct order.

The NLP pipeline can process documents that can contain HTML an-
notations. It was utilized to transform the biographies that are part of the biography collections. The collection’s texts contain HTML markup, such as paragraph tags, links to other biographies, and emphasis tags highlighting works of art or quotes. The pipeline extracts these HTML annotations from the text and uses them to divide the text into paragraphs and titles. In addition, the HTML links and emphasis tags were added into the RDF representation. Afterwards, the annotations are removed from the text representation of the document sections that are added into the dataset.

The classification and transformation of text into RDF succeeded with 100% for paragraphs, 99.5% for sentences, and 99.0% for words (Publication VII, Section 2.2). During the process, the HTML links to other biographies were extracted from the text documents with accuracy of 99.4% and the links were added into the document metadata. The results presented here, were calculated for 200 randomly selected entities in each category (Publication VII, Section 2.2).

### 3.2.2 Enriching Document Metadata

Text document collection knowledge graphs hold huge amounts of data. It can be hard to search for documents of the knowledge graph without metadata describing the content. This section explores enriching of knowledge graphs with metadata and answers the research question 2b: Can NLP-based methods can be used to build generalizable tools to enrich knowledge graphs for different document collections? The main research objectives of this section are OBJ 3 (Facilitate knowledge discovery) and 5 (Promote generalizability of tools and applications to other CH collections). The results presented here are described in more detail in publications I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII. For enriching document collection metadata a number of tools have been created for enriching document metadata using named entity extraction, subject indexing, and entity linking. The tools utilize pre-existing libraries and software modules freely available, best performing, and least laborious to apply at the time. These tools and applications have been described in the following sections for each use-case.

A document collection knowledge graph can be enriched with various automatic annotation tools. The tools can be used to extract data, such as morphological information about words, NEs, and keywords, and link them to their corresponding ontologies. In this thesis, existing document collection knowledge graphs were enriched with content describing metadata in BiographySampo, WarSampo and Semantic Finlex systems. The WarSampo dataset [101] contains Kansa Taisteli magazine articles and their metadata. Kansa Taisteli magazine was published by the Sanoma Ltd and the Sotamuisto association between 1957 and 1986. [226] The
metadata has been manually collected by Timo Hakala [226] and converted into an RDF format by Kasper Apajalahti. Semantic Finlex³ [175, 91, 63] is a service that provides Finnish legislation and case law as LOD. The knowledge graph contains court decisions, statutes, and their metadata that has been transformed into linked data from the legal database Finlex Data Bank⁴ of the Ministry of Justice. In the case of BiographySampo, the NLP pipeline was used to first create the dataset and then enriched it similarly to the other knowledge graphs.

In Section 3.2.1 the creation of NLP pipeline for transforming the document collections was described. In addition to transforming the document collections, the NLP pipeline’s data conversion process in BiographySampo included enriching of the original document collection data with linguistic information, such as results of lemmatization and morphological analysis. The morphological analysis results were used also in identification of text structures that are described and evaluated in Publications III and VII. The NLP pipeline recorded POS tags, lemmas, morphological features, and Dependency Grammar information into the model. The NLP pipeline uses the Turku dependency parser that attained accuracy of 95.6% for POS tags (Publication VII, Section 2.2). The result was calculated for 200 randomly selected word entities with POS tags. They were closely the same as reported in the original evaluation of the tool [79]. In addition to the morphological data, the dataset was also enriched by classifying the text paragraphs based on content. The paragraphs were tagged as lead paragraphs, text paragraphs, family relation paragraphs, or references to separate them from each other based on their location and content in a document. The data about the document structures, content, and text morphology was then utilized as an input for many other enrichments, such as NEL, and subject indexing.

The NEs (e.g., notable people, places, organizations) and keywords were extracted and added into document metadata with a custom property depending on the dataset. This is described in the publications I and VII. For automatic subject indexing and NEL, the AATOS tool was created. In the publication I, it was applied to the WarSampo dataset to extract the place and military unit names from text and added into the document metadata for each magazine article. The subject indexing was not done for the WarSampo dataset. The AATOS tool was also applied to the Semantic Finlex knowledge graph to perform only subject indexing and adding keywords linked to the original Finlex vocabulary (FinlexVoc) for the statutes of the knowledge graph. In BiographySampo (Publication VII), the keywords were generated using the same methods as in AATOS tool (TF-IDF and entity linking) in Semantic Finlex. However, the keywords were

³http://data.finlex.fi/
⁴http://www.finlex.fi/
linked to the General Finnish ontology (YSO)\(^5\) to enable finding content using the same keywords from different databases that use YSO for subject indexing. The NE extraction for the WarSampo’s dataset magazine articles succeeded in linking places and with the accuracy of 62.00\% for places and 81.00\% for military units (Publication I, Section 3.3). The subject indexing for Semantic Finlex was evaluated using R-precision and it succeeded with the accuracy of 45.45\% (Publication I, Section 4.2). The subject indexing for biographies has not been evaluated as there is no gold standard to compare to.

The extraction of NEs for BiographySampo was achieved by building the NELLI tool that uses the knowledge graphs as source dataset that are created by the NLP pipeline. The NELLI tool is described in Publication V. In NEL, the NELLI tool utilizes numerous NER tools and the ARPA entity linking application. Similarly to [75, 27], the NELLI tool process has been broken into three tasks in annotating a text document corpus: NER, candidate searching, and NED. The tools FiNER\(^6\) [201], LINFER, and ARPA [148, 120] are used with the BiographySampo dataset but due to configurability, other tools can also be added. The LINFER tool was developed to aid in the NER process. It utilizes the linguistic RDF data, i.e., information and Dependency Grammar relations. The disambiguation strategy utilizes a voting scheme [186, 58] variant where each tool has a vote based on its interpretation about the same piece of text. Here, the scheme also took into account the number of times an entity was recognized by different NER tools as a certain type (e.g., a person name or a place name), the string length, and linkage to a domain specific ontology. In addition, the NER tools were selected to provide three different approaches to improve results of the applied voting scheme in NED. The NEL process was done by linking entities to BiographySampo’s own internal collection of person and place names from the dataset and the links were provided in the results for entities. Based on the best scores the application returns the results in RDF format. The automatic annotation pipeline managed to extract and link 74.00\% of the person names and 84.00\% of the place names correctly as shown in Publication V, p. 10-11.

In addition to previously presented enriching tools, the HENKO ontology for person names and tools using it (e.g., Person Name Finder and Gender Identification Service) were created. The ontology and the tools are described in Publication VI. The HENKO dataset is collected from multiple sources: The Finnish Digital Agency\(^7\) (FDA), Norssi High School Alumni on the Semantic Web [95], BiographySampo [96], and Academy-Sampo [138]\(^8\). From these datasets, the largest one is from the FDA that

\(^{5}\)https://finto.fi/yso/en/
\(^{6}\)https://github.com/Traubert/Fi Ner-rules/
\(^{7}\)https://dvv.fi/en/individuals/
publishes modern Finnish name data as open data in the governmental publication portal avoindata.fi. AcademySampo contains names of university students from 1640 to 1899, the Norssi Alumni dataset records students from a Finnish Normal Lyceum from 1867 to 1992, and the BiographySampo data contains names of notable Finns from the 3rd century to present time. The dataset was also enriched by utilizing NLP methods, such as LAS tool’s lemmatization, hyphenation (see Publication VI, Section 2), to identify matronymics and patronymics, extraction of suffixes and nobiliary particles, and finally linking names to knowledge graphs. The enrichments were evaluated (Publication VI, Section 5) and added into the HENKO knowledge graph. The accuracy of identification of matronymics was 87.27% and for patronymics 94.42% for sample size of 1000 randomly selected names. The F1-score for extraction of suffixes 92.78% and particles 100% was calculated also for 1000 randomly selected names. The linking of names to various knowledge graphs varied depending on the target graph; roughly 23600 names were linked to Wikidata, 2500 to DBpedia, 785 to YSO places ontology, and 30 to AMMO ontology [64].

The tools, Person Name Finder and Gender Identification Service, utilize HENKO (model depicted in Publication VI, Fig. 1) and help to enrich and add information to a dataset. HENKO contains statistical information from the Finnish Digital Agency’s records of names and combines it with name usage statistics from the different Sampos. It can be then used by Person Name Finder and Gender Identification Service to extract person names and identify gender for the name in addition to linking the names to HENKO. This can be then used to enrich datasets and to provide recommendations for the user. A common problem in NED is that the person names are mixed with, for example, place names [188] because many place names can be used as family names. The same applies also to other names, such as vocation names when written with a capital letter, e.g., in beginning of a sentence. For this reason the names in HENKO were linked initially to ontologies with place and vocation names. Thus, the linked names can be used to identify names that can also be places or vocations, e.g., the family name Pappi (in English priest). The accuracy of Person Name Finder has not been yet evaluated whereas the Gender Identification Service’s algorithm has been evaluated to function in 97.70% accuracy (Publication VII, Section 5).

Lastly, a method for disambiguation of place names was developed and tested with old Finnish newspapers. The algorithm and results are described with more details in Publication IV. The NEL for OCR’d newspaper articles used a similar modular architecture as in AATOS and NELLI but it utilized Stanford NER [59] and ARPA [148, 120] tools. As shown in Publication IV, Section 3, it managed to link 355 correctly out of 672 place

---

The result of the Stanford NER contained numerous false positives and OCR errors. In addition, 21 errors were caused by the disambiguation strategy used with the ARPA tool. Also, the process had issues with linking due to inflecting and baseforming Finnish words and place names that did not exist in the ontologies for place names (e.g., smaller Swedish towns, villages) but both cases were rare.

3.3 Explorative Applications and Data Analysis

After transforming and enriching the data, it can be used to build applications, for example, for data analysis. In this section, the results and applications related to research question 3 are presented in the first section. The second section describes the use of the applications for data analysis and presents results related to research question 4.

3.3.1 Tools for Search, Exploration, and Data Analysis

Knowledge graphs of text document collections can be utilized to build various search, exploration, and data analytical applications. This section answers research question 3: Can the semantic data enriched with linked named entities, keywords, and linguistic data be utilized to build search, exploration, and data analytic tools and applications for prosopographical research? The main research objectives of this section are OBJ 4 (Applications for search, exploration, and data analytics) and 5 (Promote generalizability of tools and applications to other CH collections). The publications I, III, and V explore the building of search, exploration, and data analytics pilot systems based on the data.

Based on the transformed and automatically generated data, Sampo systems can be supplied with tools for search, exploration, and data analytics of Finnish texts. The search applications, such as the faceted search application in the Sampo model, can be supplied with new facets. In BiographySampo and WarSampo portals the users can search for biographies using the keywords that have been added into the data. The WarSampo portal has also facets for linked mentions of military units and places that can be used to browse articles that mention them (Publication I, Fig. 2).

Based on the enriched data, the Sampo systems can be also supplied with network and reference analysis tools that can be used to explore and study the content of the datasets to get more insight about the people mentioned in and their demographics, similarly as has been done in BiographySampo. The user can see word frequency listings and generate networks for individuals using various tools and libraries. By utilizing networks analysis, the references of people extracted and linked with NLP-pipeline and Nelli can be used to visualize their connections from egocentric (Publication V,
Fig. 1) and sociocentric points of view (Publication III, Fig. 6; Publication V, Fig. 2). These networks have been created using network analysis libraries and tools, such as Gephi and NetworkX\(^{11}\), to generate a reference network which is similar to citation networks [212]. In BiographySampo, the network view also has numerous toggles to control the construction of the network based on data (e.g., HTML links, automatically extracted person references, or both) and network visualization methods to decide the node size (network metrics) or color (person’s gender, vocation) in the network. Also, a reference analysis application was developed to study the connections in their context given a list of sentences where the mentions occur (Publication V, p. 7-9). In BiographySampo, the application shows the sentences mentioning the biographee and how other people are mentioned in the biographee’s biography. With similar logic, two bar charts were built (Publication V, Fig. 3-4) to show how many times the biographee is mentioned in history in other biographies and vice versa using birth years of the biographees by decade. The plots demonstrate the relevance of a biographee in Finnish history through the references.

In addition to the networks and reference analysis application, the references to NEs (e.g., people and places) are also shown in the contextual reader demo that can be created based on the knowledge graph and used to show NEs in text documents (Publication V, Fig. 5). There the user can view the mentions of people and places as links that are highlighted in the text. This is similar to the original national biography portal but it shows all links instead of just the first mentions and also mentions of places. The contextual reader is added to enhance the reading experience [163, 140] by providing information about the linked entities in both BiographySampo and WarSampo systems.

The linguistic data can be utilized to build applications to study word usage in text documents. The BiographySampo portal contains an application that can be used to view individual text document’s most common words for different POS categories (Publication III, p.8-10). In addition to studying individual texts, the data is used to build applications to study the texts of different prosopographical groups. The data is used to create multiple statistics based on the linguistic information. The user can view the most common words for a group in addition to comparing word listings of different prosopographical groups, such as male and female politicians. It also contains total word counts of biographies on a timeline and for different vocational groups. These tools enable, for example, to study the language usage in the biographees of musicians or writers and compare them.

\(^{11}\)https://networkx.org/
3.3.2 Knowledge Discovery for Digital Humanities

Knowledge graphs of text document collections can be used for data analysis. This section answers to research question 4: Can semantic data and its applications enable new data analysis methods in biographical and prosopographical research? The main research objectives of this section are OBJ 6 (Facilitate linked-data-based biographical and prosopographical research) and 7 (Evaluate the applicability of the data in proof-of-concept systems). The Publication VII explores the data analytical features of the BiographySampo dataset and describes how a linked data infrastructure can be utilized to study a dataset. The transformation of data into RDF and enriching it by linking enables building of search and exploration systems that help the users to view data from different points of view and to study it. The applications of BiographySampo that utilize the linguistic data can be used to study the language usage of the authors and the biographies of different prosopographical groups. Similarly, the network analysis, reference analysis, and the contextual reader application can be used to study the individuals or demographic groups in the dataset. They also complement each other and provide different levels of information to the reader, thus facilitating novel and diverse usage of semantically enriched dataset in biographical and prosopographical research.

In addition to the applications created for BiographySampo, the data was also utilized to create further data analytical visualizations to analyze and to learn about the collection. The data analytical visualizations were created by utilizing the cleaned and structured data in a SPARQL endpoint through a Google Colaboratory environment. The analyses were created using the data about biographies and their authors. The biographical data analytics were focused on the biographees as individuals and groups. For example, the analytics about the biographies indicated that most people in the texts were men from the fields of politics, culture, economics, and science. Approximately 10% of the biographies were about women of whom most worked in the same fields as men (Publication VII, Table 1). The analytics revealed also that the female biographees were often described with lesser personal details about their vocations (e.g., they have only academic degree title). The accuracy and rigor of the source dataset impacted the analytics. It can be hard to model and visualize data that contains inaccurate data, e.g., vague birth and death years of the biographees (Publication VII, Fig. 4) or vocational information (Publication VII, Fig. 8).

The applications of BiographySampo also visualized phenomena that required closer examination using Colaboratory. As an example, the inspections of the biographies using the linguistic analysis tool highlighted that women had more family related terminology in their biographies. The closer examination emphasized this and that men had more terminology related to economics, war, and religion in their biographies (Publication VII,
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Section 3.6). The analysis of HTML links visualized in the network view of BiographySampo also revealed that male biographees referenced more other males while females had a more evenly distributed set of references to both genders (also calculated in Publication VII, Section 3.4.2). This highlighted the choices made by the authors based on their information sources and guidelines [219, 218]. The linked data infrastructures and the data analytics created based on the dataset help scholars to understand the document collection and to identify its biases. However, it requires understanding of the source dataset, data transformation, and enriching processes. This kind of data literacy helps to evaluate the dataset’s usefulness in biographical and prosopographical research.

3.4 Summary

In this section the results are summarized by revisiting the research questions presented in Section 1.4.

1. Can a data model using existing models (CIDOC, NIF, DC-Terms) model text document structure of the cultural heritage domain?
   A data model has been created using existing metadata schemas that are supplemented with a custom vocabulary for describing text documents, their structures, and content. By describing document structures in the model, the data can be used to study and enrich different parts of the documents, e.g., text paragraphs and their content. The addition of relations between different structures enables querying text data for different NLP tasks and using data analytical tools.

2. The production of semantic data from text

   (a) Can a pipeline be built to transform Finnish documents and their collections be transformed into semantically rich and machine readable format? In order to transform Finnish document collections into RDF, an NLP pipeline was created to transform documents of a collection in accordance with the data model. The pipeline preserves information from the documents and extracts document structures and existing markup from the text and transforms it into RDF.

   (b) Can NLP-based methods can be used to build generilizable tools to enrich knowledge graphs for different document collections? Knowledge graphs can be enriched with content describing metadata to facilitate knowledge discovery. For this purpose, tools were created to provide knowledge graphs with linked NEs and keywords. The NLP methods are used in extracting and linking people, places,
and other entities to different ontologies. The document metadata and text provide context for the extraction and linking tasks. By creating configurable tools that can be used in different contexts, satisfactory results can be achieved for the tools.

3. **Can the semantic data enriched with linked named entities, keywords, and linguistic data be utilized to build search, exploration, and data analytic tools and applications for prosopographical research?** Search, exploration, and data analytical systems can utilize data extracted and produced based on natural language texts. The enriched data can be used to study and compare different prosopographical groups in the dataset. In addition, the search and exploration options that have been added through data enrichment enable browsing datasets by utilizing keywords or finding mentions to a place or a person in multiple different text documents. These applications can enable knowledge discovery.

4. **Can semantic data and its applications enable new data analysis methods in biographical and prosopographical research?** Using the transformed and enriched data, we can build data analysis tools. The tools can be used to study document collections and their provenance. In addition, the linked data services can be used to query results for different prosopographical questions. The biases of the document collections can be identified by using network analysis, reference analysis, and linguistic analysis. However, the interpretation of the results requires data literacy and understanding how the dataset has been produced before it can be utilized for biographical and prosopographical research.
Traditionally in computer science, comparative evaluations of software artifacts are made to evaluate their effectiveness and usability. For example, tools and applications using NLP and IR techniques, have methods and algorithms for evaluating them. However, software artifacts, such as models, pipelines, and methods, presented in this thesis can be difficult to evaluate traditionally. The evaluation of systems in Semantic Web research area [15] is hard because their usefulness and usability depends on several factors, such as the quality of the used heterogeneous source data, the used software for data handling, and the user interfaces (UI) built for the data [237]. In other fields of computer science, like NLP or IR, there are often software artifacts and algorithms that can be used as basic building blocks when creating novel methods and applications. In Semantic Web research, there are in many cases few building blocks available and often everything has to be designed for every application. This adds complexity to the design and development processes of Semantic Web-based applications because a level of maturity and high-quality is required from them before they can be applied.

To evaluate the research of this thesis, the following criteria, that have been proposed by Burstein and Gregor [28] have been applied: 1) theoretical significance and practical significance, 2) internal validity, 3) external validity, 4) objectivity, and 5) reliability. In addition, the proof-of-concept systems have been utilized extensively to prove the usefulness and usability of models, tools, methods, and applications created in this thesis based on real world data to comply with the principles of action research. Mature evaluation methods typical for NLP applications have also been utilized when possible. In this chapter, the research of this thesis is evaluated with the presented criteria. Lastly, future research recommendations are presented.
4.1 Theoretical Implications

The theoretical implications of the thesis relate to the topics presented in Chapter 2. Here, the contributions of each research question are reflected against the research literature of these topics.

4.1.1 Modeling Document Collections

Can a data model using existing models (CIDOC, NIF, DC-Terms) model text document structure of the cultural heritage domain? (RQ 1)

Modeling of document collections has been done before in different projects. In this thesis, the document corpus collection has been modeled in RDF using mainly the NIF model, as described in Section 3.1. The main contribution of this modeling work is to create a model for representing a Finnish document collection in RDF format using existing ontologies and supplement them with new properties and classes for describing document structures and content, such as links in HTML documents. Prior to this work, documents have been transformed to, for example, to TEI [169] and NAF [243, 60] formats that can also contain linguistic information and automatically extracted NEs. The NIF ontology provides a simple model for describing text structures. The NIF ontology was supplemented with other ontologies, such as CIDOC CRM, DC Terms, and a custom vocabulary.

The custom vocabulary was supplemented with support for describing text categories, extracted HTML markup, and automatically generated annotations, such as NEs and keywords. The NIF ontology has some support for annotations [26, 81] but to preserve the HTML markup in the text collection, new and descriptive classes were created for them. Also, since the BiographySampo dataset used in the study contained different kinds of annotations, it was important to separate them to improve their usability later in data visualizations and analytics. Similarly, the NEs were modeled differently than in NAF due to adding provenance information about them (confidence score and what features attributed to it, e.g., NER methods and their linkage).

4.1.2 Production of Semantic Data from Text

Can a pipeline be built to transform Finnish documents and their collections be transformed into semantically rich and machine readable format? (RQ 2a)

In modeling, the aim was to model the text document collection dataset to describe the documents and their collection metadata as it is presented in the original source material. The main goal of the NLP pipeline is
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to transform the document collections into a semantically rich format in accordance with the presented model. In this thesis, the transformation of the document collection has been described in Section 3.2.1. Prior this work, there has existed pipelines to transform texts to knowledge graphs, e.g., in FRED [192], NewsReader [200], and BiographyNet [62]. The pipeline created in this thesis is a modular pipeline made for Finnish texts. What separates it from other pipelines is that the whole document in text, HTML, or RDF format, word by word, is transformed into fine-grained RDF form, recording also full linguistic information of the texts and their structures. The pipeline uses NLP methods to identify, extract, and transform information, such as text structures and formatting. It is similar to pre-existing NLP pipelines and toolkits offered to DH to ease their work [121, 182, 136, 6]. The contribution here is that the NLP pipeline also transforms pre-existing annotations and identifies different layers of text structures that are present in the text but are not always explicitly expressed. For example, it picks HTML annotations embedded in the text, such as HTML links and formatting, and transforms them into the RDF representation. The RDF representation is supplemented with structural information, such as location of the annotation in text. The extracted information makes the dataset more usable; the text is cleaned from HTML markup and the markup is added into the data for later usage, such as in data analytical applications.

In addition to these contributions, a Reasoner module was developed to supplement the CoNLL-RDF tool [33]. It uses the results of the CoNLL-RDF tool and infers missing information, such as connections between text structures that are part of the NIF model, and adds them to the dataset. This contribution completes the pipeline and improves the data usability.

Can NLP-based methods can be used to build generalizable tools to enrich knowledge graphs for different document collections? (RQ 2b)

The NLP pipeline produces linked data that can serve as a starting point for many enrichment processes. The main goal of the enrichment is to supplement the knowledge graph with additional information about the document collection. In this thesis, the main contribution here is the tools and resources created for the enrichment process. The enriching tools and resources created in this thesis have been described in Section 3.2.

One of the contributions in subject indexing is the AATOS subject indexing and entity linking tool for Finnish texts. Similarly to DBpedia Spotlight [163], it can be given text and configured to pick up NEs that exist in a given ontology but also keywords like in the Annif tool [221] that was created later. There exists a number of tools for subject indexing Finnish texts utilizing several approaches from machine learning to other NLP algorithms. AATOS is a highly configurable tool that is based on
linked data and the simple NLP method TF-IDF. Entity disambiguation is based on configurations of the tool, such as ordering of the ontologies that are used as targets in linking to prioritize entities based on type, e.g., prioritizing people over places, because people can have family names that are also place names. Unlike Annif, the AATOS tool can also identify NEs from texts.

In addition to transforming the BiographySampo’s documents to RDF, the words were in parallel enriched with linguistic information like in NewsReader [200] and BiographyNet [62] datasets. The purpose in this thesis was to use the linguistic information in a variety of tasks directly by querying it from a SPARQL endpoint. In the case of BiographySampo, the linguistic and morphological information in the dataset was used in NLP tasks instead of repeating the morphological analysis phase for each task. For NEL, NELLI tool was developed to enrich the dataset with linked NEs. The contribution of NELLI is that it utilizes a disambiguation scheme based on a voting scheme [186, 58]. In addition to using voting of different NER tools, NELLI takes into account the entity length, linkage, and NE type by enabling earning points for candidates that overlap but are, for example, longer or that are linked to an user-specified ontology. Another contribution is the LINFER tool that was implemented to supplement the entity extraction in NELLI by utilizing the results of morphological analysis and the Dependency Grammar relations as context. The NELLI tool is able to extract and link NEs with the help of FiNER, LINFER, and ARPA tools with satisfactory results in entity extraction. The results of NER in contrast to the new FinBERT [145, 241] tool were poorer. However, the system enables connecting other tools to it and in future it can be possible to add new tools to aid in entity extraction and linking.

In addition to the previously mentioned NEL and subject indexing tools, the HENKO ontology resource was created. It is utilized in Person Name Finder and Gender Identification services. The HENKO ontology is a unique resource that shares some similarities with Wikidata in regards to modeling names. However, unlike Wikidata, the ontology contains statistical information about name usage and provenance information about the data sources where the information is retrieved. The contribution of the services utilizing HENKO is that they use the unique information in HENKO for providing services for Finnish language environments. The Person Name Finder is a NEL tool for identification of person names. Its contribution is in linking person names to HENKO and providing information about the possible ambiguity by informing the user if a name in HENKO is also linked to a place or vocation name.

Lastly, an algorithm for disambiguating and linking geographical names was developed. Unlike prior work in geographical named entity disambiguation [71, 89, 65, 242, 29], the algorithm utilizes the metadata as context for linking names of smaller places into an ontology, utilizing co-
ordinates to calculate the proximity of the location to a local magazine’s publication place. The results of the methods were impacted by the OCR quality of the texts but it seemed to work for most places. The errors were mostly related to OCR errors. However, a formal evaluation is still needed to compare it to other similar works.

4.1.3 Explorative Applications and Data Analysis

Can the semantic data enriched with linked named entities, keywords, and linguistic data be utilized to build search, exploration, and data analytic tools and applications for prosopographical research? (RQ 3)

NLP methods have been used to transform and enrich existing datasets with novel information that can be used for a variety of applications. Here the enriched data is used to contribute to three types of applications; search, exploration, and data analytics. The applications are described in Section 3.3.1. The first contribution uses the enriched data in faceted search type applications where users can search documents that mention extracted people or place mentions or keywords. Automatically extracted data has been used in systems, such as ePistolarium [195] and Europeana [67, 183], to build search applications to improve finding of information from vast document collections. In Finland similar applications have surfaced to the field only recently as traditionally systems have relied on manually annotated documents. In this thesis, extracted mentions and keywords are linked to a given controlled vocabulary.

The second contribution of this thesis is related to applications utilizing the knowledge graph for data exploration and visualization. Here, HTML links and automatically extracted NEs from the text are used in the contextual reader, network analytical, and reference analysis applications to help the user to explore the dataset. Similarly to Wikipedia, the contextual reader application utilizes the linked mentions in the text as highlighted links. In contrast to WarSampo’s Kansa Taisteli magazine article view’s contextual reader [151], the application in BiographySampo shows pre-processed annotations and puts more effort on disambiguation than the CORE application in WarSampo. Similarly to [247, 179, 133, 25], the network analysis applications can be used to browse connections between people but here using the toggles based on data and network visualization methods. The reference analysis is a novel contribution on the networks, by giving meaning, explanations, and context to the links in the networks. It is similar to the contextual reader but instead of the whole text, it shows NEs in mentioning sentences. The visualization of NEs is similar to the visualization of words in the KORP tool [21] but instead of mapping mentions of NEs to a map, they are placed on a timeline plot.

The third contribution related to data analytical applications is the lin-
inguistic analysis tool available in BiographySampo. It is a novel tool for studying biographies and texts that gives a glimpse into their content to get more insight about individuals and the demographic in the dataset. It is similar to the VoyantTools [209] online application but the tool is integrated with BiographySampo. Similarly to VoyantTools, it shows word count listings of the most common words for individual biographies and groups of biographies in separate views. By supplementing the basic information about the biographees with text document structures and linguistic information, this tool can be used to study and compare prosopographical groups within the dataset. In addition, the dataset can be used to present linguistic statistics on word usage in texts which gives more context to the word listings.

**Can semantic data and its applications enable new data analysis methods in biographical and prosopographical research? (RQ 4)**

Biographical text document collections can be used as an artifact to study the underlying world from a historiographical perspective. They reflect their own time, the editorial values and biases in selecting the biographees, and the authors’ standpoint from a linguistic point of view. The data analytical applications, created as part of BiographySampo, serve as proof-of-concept systems that give a glimpse into the underlying data and provide novel tools for scholars to use when evaluating the usability of the dataset for their research purposes. The use of the data to analyze the NBF dataset is described in Section 3.3.2.

In addition to the applications in BiographySampo, the underlying cleaned dataset provides DH scholars a starting point for further data analytics [150, 16]. Biographical collections have been analyzed and studied before in Finland [132] and around the world [246, 62, 134, 16]. In addition, there is analogous research that uses Wikipedia articles as the source dataset [111, 164]. The approach presented in this thesis contributes by giving scholars biographical and prosopographical tools for studying individuals and groups of people. The tools merge quantitative approach and distant reading techniques [109] with the qualitative approach, often based on close reading, that is common to biographical research.

The analytical applications and visualizations identify the characteristics of the dataset through a variety of statistics. The features and biases, such as the low number of women in the data, are similar to what can be found in other European national biographical dictionaries [246, 16]. However, the analytical visualizations presented in this thesis extend these analytics by describing the dataset and also takes into consideration how the data has been produced [150, 132]. The use of linked data infrastructure created for BiographySampo enables knowledge discovery and various data analytical visualizations. In addition to learning about the demographic through the statistics, the user can also study connections be-
Table 4.1. The objectives and the corresponding solutions presented in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 1 Model for text document collections</td>
<td>A general data model for describing text document collections' documents and their inner structures. To harmonize the document collection with other collections, the model uses mainly existing metadata schemas that are extended with a custom vocabulary. The model can be used to build data analytical applications and visualizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 2 Pipeline for transforming text to linked data</td>
<td>An NLP pipeline for transforming text document collections into linked data in accordance with the data model. The NLP pipeline preserves information from the original text document collection to maintain usability and integrity of the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 3 Facilitate knowledge discovery</td>
<td>Knowledge discovery is supported with tools that can be applied for enriching linked-data-based document collection knowledge graph. The tools can be used for NEL and subject indexing. The NLP pipeline also enriches the text document collections with results of morphological analysis as RDF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 4 Applications for search, exploration, and data analytics</td>
<td>Pilot applications were created for search, exploration, and data analytics. They can be used for analyzing datasets and their content. The distant and close reading methods are also utilized in the data analytical and exploratory applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 5 Promote generalizability of tools and applications to other CH collections</td>
<td>The tools and applications created in this thesis are generic and can be used mainly on knowledge graphs that use the data model presented in this thesis. The tools and the NLP pipeline support various input forms, are highly configurable to the environment, and use a modular architecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 6 Facilitate linked-data-based biographical and prosopographical research</td>
<td>The knowledge graphs based on the created data model provide infrastructure for biographical and prosopographical research directly through a SPARQL endpoint, or by using the created pilot applications for search, exploration, and data analytics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ 7 Evaluate the applicability of the data in proof-of-concept systems</td>
<td>The feasibility of the knowledge extraction kit to document collections has been demonstrated by the pilot applications and data analytical visualizations created based on the knowledge graphs. The datasets and applications have been evaluated for each application where appropriate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between single biographees through the network visualizations and reference analysis tools. The actor knowledge graph is published partially openly (for deceased individuals) and can be queried with SPARQL to study the demographics. Unlike in [246], the LOD service enables further querying, analyzing, and visualizing the data.

4.1.4 Summary

The theoretical implications of the resources, methods, and tools that have been presented in this thesis are summarized in Table 4.1, by re-visiting the objectives for the knowledge extraction toolkit defined in Section 1.3.
4.2 Practical Implications

The practical implications of the contributions of this thesis are presented in this section. The results and contributions of this thesis are presented Chapter 3. Following subsections elaborate the practical benefits of the solutions and their implications in more detail.

4.2.1 Modeling Document Collections

*Can a data model using existing models (CIDOC, NIF, DC-Terms) model text document structure of the cultural heritage domain? (RQ 1)*

The successful modeling of document collections improves the usability of the knowledge graph utilizing it. In Section 3.1 the modeling of document collections is described in more detail. The data model is generic and can also be used for other biographical or historical document collections in addition to BiographySampo. It enables not only interlinking of collections but also search, exploration, and data analytical applications similar to applications made for BiographySampo. Therefore, the data model provides a starting point for scholars, computer scientists, and others who utilize it in their document collections to build data analytical applications.

The modeling of document structures enables the use of the data as a starting point for various NLP tasks. In this thesis, the NIF model used in modeling document structures was expanded with morphological data and with extracted HTML annotations from source documents. The data model was also expanded with information about the text paragraph types to identify the differences between bodies for text, such as text and semi-structured paragraphs. This makes the model usable for text analysis and NLP tasks, because, for example, the text paragraphs can be separated and the lemmatized form can be queried with a SPARQL query. The results can be used as an input for NLP tasks to enrich the dataset with, for example, keywords, NEs, or to create visualizations, such as tag clouds.

The NIF model was also extended with annotations, such as NEs and extracted HTML links. For NEs, this enables querying them and their textual context, e.g., querying documents mentioning the person or words in close proximity to the mentions of a person or place. The model for NE contains provenance about how and from which source vocabularies it was selected. This improves transparency of the data by providing simple provenance information to its users. The HTML markup was removed from the text and moved to the data to provide users with cleaned text documents. The HTML links to other biographies were given their own class to distinguish them from NEs and other extracted HTML markup. Similarly to NEs, they can be used to find passages of text surrounding the HTML links between two documents. The model provides users with
the possibility to study the texts using manually made HTML links and linked NEs.

4.2.2 Production of Semantic Data from Text

Can a pipeline be built to transform Finnish documents and their collections be transformed into semantically rich and machine readable format? (RQ 2a)

The NLP pipeline transforms text document collections into RDF. In Section 3.2.1 the transformation process is described in more detail. The pipeline’s goal is to preserve information from the text collections to create linked data infrastructure for the document collection. The results of the pipeline provide users with a knowledge graph that can be used to query cleaned text or parts of it directly, such as paragraphs or sentences, to use it for NLP tasks. NLP methods can be used to enrich the data, for example, with linguistic information or NEs. The pipeline’s results can also be used to build data analytical applications, similar to applications in BiographySampo. The documents can be studied by creating data visualizations based on the extracted HTML links or to provide statistics about document word counts.

The NLP pipeline is generic and it can be used directly for other Finnish document collections in text, RDF, or HTML format. The pipeline is built from different components for analyzing and transforming Finnish language texts to RDF. It utilizes pre-existing tools and methods for linguistic analysis and RDF conversion to build a knowledge graph for text document collections. The pipeline architecture is modular and by replacing software modules, it can be used, for example, tools for other languages that produce similar data.

Can NLP-based methods can be used to build generilizable tools to enrich knowledge graphs for different document collections? (RQ 2b)

Text document collection knowledge bases can be enriched with NLP methods. The Section 3.2.2 describes the enriching of the knowledge graphs. In this thesis, the document collection knowledge graphs have been enriched with NEs, keywords, morphological information, and text categories. For this purpose the tools AATOS, NELLI, Person Name Finder, and L inf e r and custom scripts have been created. In addition, the Person Name Finder relies on Gender Identification Service and HENKO ontology that are used to extract contextual information about the person names.

During the transformation of text to RDF, the NLP pipeline enriches the document collections with results of morphological analysis. The data can be queried for linguistic information and lemmas directly from the knowledge graph, for example, to perform various NLP tasks similarly to
NELLI. The NELLI tool can be used by scholars and researchers for NEL to enrich the existing metadata. It produces the results in RDF and links the entities to the underlying document structures. This improves access to the documents, their sentences, paragraphs, and words that the entities consist of or are part of. NELLI can be configured to link the entities to different ontologies and shared vocabularies to improve interlinking of the documents internally and externally to other document collections. The NELLI tool demo has been made available for the public\textsuperscript{3} [223].

Similarly to the NELLI tool, AATOS can be utilized for different Finnish text document collections to enhance their metadata with keywords and NEs. AATOS takes as input text document files and adds its results to the preexisting RDF-based document collections. It can be used, for example, by librarians, computer scientists, and curators. The tool is available publicly on GitHub\textsuperscript{2}.

The HENKO ontology resource utilizes the name data from various source datasets and the information is used to create a knowledge graph about person names. It is a unique resource for computer scientists and scholars who can use it to build applications, train machine-learning-based tools, and to study person name datasets. The ontology is available as LOD on the Linked Data Finland (LDF.fi) platform [100]. It provides a public SPARQL endpoint\textsuperscript{3} and a dataset description page\textsuperscript{4} with general documentation. The human-readable data model documentation is available for users\textsuperscript{5}. In addition to Linked Data Finland platform, the ontology is also published in the ONKI Light service\textsuperscript{6}, where it can be searched and browsed using SKOSMOS\textsuperscript{7}, a web-based SKOS browser. The HENKO ontology has been used to build applications, such as Person Name Finder\textsuperscript{8} and Gender Identification Service\textsuperscript{9}, that have been used to extract information and enrich datasets. Similarly to HENKO, these tools can be used by, for example, computer scientists, scholars, and librarians to enrich their datasets. These applications will be included as part of the SeCo Text Annotation Service along with Application programming interface (API) descriptions of the services in future.

\textsuperscript{1}http://nlp.ldf.fi/appi/
\textsuperscript{2}https://github.com/SemanticComputing/AATOS/
\textsuperscript{3}http://ldf.fi/henko/sparql
\textsuperscript{4}http://ldf.fi/dataset/henko/
\textsuperscript{5}http://ldf.fi/schema/henko/
\textsuperscript{6}http://light.onki.fi/henko/en/
\textsuperscript{7}http://skosmos.org/
\textsuperscript{8}http://nlp.ldf.fi/name-finder/
\textsuperscript{9}http://nlp.ldf.fi/gender-identification/
4.2.3 Explorative Applications and Data Analysis

Can the semantic data enriched with linked named entities, keywords, and linguistic data be utilized to build search, exploration, and data analytic tools and applications for prosopographical research? (RQ3)

The semantically rich linked data created from natural language texts can be used to build pilot applications. In Section 3.3.1 the search, exploration, and data analytical systems based on linked data created with NLP methods are described. It shows how the enriched linked data can be used to build pilot tools and applications to study the document collection and its phenomena. RDF transformation enables easy access to the data through endpoints by utilizing SPARQL query language. The transformation of text to RDF created a large amount of data and therefore sometimes even simple queries can cause issues when using it. Currently, it can sometimes take long time for the database to process the queries and produce results. In the future, the processing would benefit from even more helper properties and relations in addition to reconsidering hosting of the dataset in a database that supports big data. At the moment, in order to use the data, the user needs to understand how to operate with the database to get most out of it. Thus, the data can be utilized in applications for prosopographical research by different user groups, such as DH scholars or computer scientists. In this case IR and data visualization applications were created on top of the knowledge graph. This enables using the enriched metadata in a faceted search application to study how a person or certain people are written about or the use of vocabularies for a specific group of people (e.g., by vocation, gender, or birth place) in biographies.

The extracted and enriched document metadata can be utilized in faceted search applications also for finding documents related to, for example, topics, themes, and extracted NEs. They also connect the documents to other document databases and help to find related documents, e.g., documents about a topic, place, or a person. This feature can bridge together different databases and ease IR. For these purposes applications can be made to study the references to NEs, e.g., sociocentric or egocentric network visualization, reference analysis tools to study the context where mentions are made, and contextual reader tools to visualize the NEs in texts. These tools can be useful for scholars to identify and interpret how people are talked about and their importance. They can also be a useful part of education to help to understand the topic and its context by providing more information for the readers about mentioned NEs. In addition to the NEs and keywords, the linguistic information can be utilized to analyze the language usage in the texts. Applications similar to the Voyant Tools [209] can be built on top of the data to analyze the text content and to visualize it, for example, with tag clouds. The applications based on
Discussion

Linguistic data can be useful for computational sociolinguists as they can give quickly a glimpse into the data, e.g., how different prosopographical groups are described in the collection.

In 2018, the NBF’s biographical collections were re-published in the BiographySampo portal [97]. The portal includes the pilot systems for network analysis, reference analysis, contextual reader, and linguistic analysis.

**Can semantic data and its applications enable new data analysis methods in biographical and prosopographical research? (RQ4)**

The semantically rich knowledge graphs can be used for data analysis to learn about the features of the knowledge graphs. This is described in detail in Section 3.3.2. The proof-of-concept data analysis applications based on extracted knowledge from the document collections highlight existing relations between themes, topics, and agents described in the documents. The distant and close reading applications, such as network analysis, reference analysis, linguistic analysis, and contextual reader applications, enable inspecting the topic from different perspectives. Therefore, in addition to gaining understanding of the networks and their relations based on the link analysis, the users can also discover new themes and connections about the target. The contextual reader applications show the entities in a broader perspective with other entities. In addition to highlighting relations between documents, these applications, and especially the linguistic analysis application, highlight the choices made by the authors and editors of these collections. For the scholars who use this data for research, this information is valuable to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the dataset.

In addition to the data analytical tools, the data can be used through the SPARQL endpoint. The data can be used, for example, not only to repeat and validate existing visualizations but also to create more complex data visualizations and analytics about the dataset. The data can be used by scholars to study phenomena present in the data via visualizations of the data analytical tools. It is available to scholars, computer scientists, and others through a SPARQL endpoint and can be utilized flexibly by using tools, such as Yagsui for SPARQL, or Jupyter and Google Colaboratory by Python scripting to do linguistic or network analysis.

Thus far, the BiographySampo portal [97] has had approximately 40000 of end-users on the Web since its publication in 2018. The applications based on data extracted from the biographical text collections are available for scholars and the public. Similarly, the knowledge graph is partially available through the endpoint[^10]. The document texts and their linguistic information is not publicly available and their usage requires negotiations with the copyright holders.

[^10]: [https://ldf.fi/nbf/sparql](https://ldf.fi/nbf/sparql)
Table 4.2. Contributions and implications of the knowledge extraction toolkit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data model for text document collections</td>
<td>A generic data model provides an easier starting point not only for various NLP tasks but also for scholars, computer scientists and others. It can be used to transform document collections to RDF to build linked data infrastructure. The linked data infrastructure can be used to build Semantic Web-based applications for end users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLP pipeline</td>
<td>A modular NLP pipeline that can be used to transform the document collections in accordance to the data model. It extracts and transforms document structures into RDF representation, enabling the use of clean data for visualizations and applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools for enriching knowledge graphs</td>
<td>Several generic and configurable tools were created for enriching knowledge graphs with linguistic information, NEs, and keywords. The linguistic data can be used as a starting point for NLP tasks, such as NEL and subject indexing. Also, HENKO was created as a resource for computer scientists and scholars who can use it to build applications, train machine-learning-based tools, and to study person names in datasets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for search, exploration, and data analysis</td>
<td>The linked data infrastructure was used to create pilot applications for search, exploration, and data analysis for prosopographical research. They can be used by scholars to inspect document collections using the pilot systems for close and distant reading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods and infrastructure for analyzing knowledge graphs</td>
<td>The linked data services enable to repeat and validate existing visualizations in addition to creating complex data visualizations and analytics. The pilot applications highlight the choices made by the authors and editors of these collections. Together, the applications and the data can be used by scholars to study phenomena present in the visualizations of the data analytical tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Summary

The resources, methods, and tools created in this thesis are part of the knowledge extraction toolkit. The contributions of the toolkit and their practical implications are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.3 Reliability and Validity

The quality of research is evaluated by utilizing the concepts of reliability and validity. Reliability is about the quality control of the research process; it’s about the consistency and stability over time, across researchers and methods. The overall research goals, objectives, and questions have been presented in Chapter 1. The research questions have been revisited in Chapter 3 after presenting the results of the thesis. The developed tools and prototype systems have been presented and covered in detail in Chapter 3 in addition to being presented in more detail in the related publications. The research objectivity is preserved by detailing the research methods, resources (e.g., used ontologies, tools, and their configurations), and describing the participating organizations. The research has been conducted following the principles of design science and the results have
been reported regularly to the research community for evaluation. Lastly, the author of this thesis has no competing interests towards the presented research and does not recognize personal biases that could have impacted the research process.

The validity evaluates if the research process is well-founded and likely corresponds accurately to the real world. It is divided into internal and external validity [28, 30, 39]. The internal validity concerns the stated research objectives and the requirements of the developed systems, the alternative methods, and the limitations of the research. The developed prototype systems, models, and methods meet the objectives presented in Chapter 1. As proof of concept, they have been applied in real-world situations as has been showcased in Chapter 3 and in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this Chapter. The text collection of the BiographySampo was transformed into RDF and enriched using NLP methods. This was followed by building IR, and data analytical applications that could be used to study the text collection to understand its nature and to learn more about its subjects. The used models, created applications, and findings have been compared with relevant related work.

The research questions were formed based on research objectives and the developed artifacts meet these objectives and answer the research questions set in Chapter 1, as is discussed in Chapter 3. The enrichment of the knowledge graph was evaluated in the publications with established IR evaluation metrics, such as Precision, Recall, F-measure, and R-Precision [152]. To evaluate the data analytical tools, the analyses were done in collaboration with humanist scholars to understand better the phenomena behind data statistics and visualizations. The developed methods and tools provide data users and providers with insight [16] from what it is possible to learn more about the data and its production. The data analyses also contributed to the improvements of the underlying data model as many new features have been added (such as text type categorization) to enable easier data analytics.

The external validity refers to the generalizability of the research results and their congruence with preceding theory. The proof-of-concept systems and data analytics demonstrate the applicability of the developed methods, models, and tools in other similar systems. The use of generic vocabularies enable the use of the model in other text collections as well. These vocabularies and models have not been designed for a particular text collection but for different collections, and therefore the data model underlying the data analytics and systems is applicable to other collections as well. The tools built to enrich the knowledge graph (NELLI, Person Name Finder, Gender Identification Service, AATOS) are available online and can be also used to enrich other similar datasets that are based on linked data and Semantic Web technologies. Similarly, the NLP pipeline for transforming and enriching text documents has been compiled using existing tools that
are available online to create text document collections as enriched RDF datasets that can be used in linguistic analysis or network analysis.

The data models, tools, and methods of this thesis have been designed by taking into consideration the previous research. The text document collection data model utilizes vocabularies created earlier by scholars. It takes inspiration from previous work on modeling text document collections and datasets. The tools presented in this thesis are built using architecture presented in earlier work and utilizing mature software modules. The methods used in this thesis are aligned with prior work and used in accordance with the theory and practise of previous works.

4.4 Future Research Recommendations

The research presented in this thesis opens up opportunities for improvement in several areas. The NLP pipeline has been applied to BiographySampo, but in the future, it could be applied to and tested with other Finnish document collections to enable data analytics. Similarly, the data model for document collections can be improved by including more metadata about the texts. For instance, the Finnish Turku dependency parser can be upgraded to a newer version and its results analyzed further to model compound words and other features of Finnish language. In addition, based on more fine-grained data, it would be useful to develop more corpus linguistic tools for DH scholars.

The enrichment applications could be also tested with other datasets and upgraded to use latest versions of software and new tools for NER and NEL. The Person Name Finder tool for data enrichment is still partially under construction. The tool includes links to systems containing people with similar names. These links could be utilized to let the user know of the person name best matching to the given name in other services to build a person linking tool. The name linking tool could be also utilized to extract data, such as titles or vocations, that can be included preceding of the name in text.

Extending the HENKO ontology to include information about compound words in names and name translations could also be useful. The compound-word-based names could be modeled into the dataset by utilizing models equipped to modeling language and its features in more detail, e.g., Ontolex-Lemon. The support for studying name changes and translations could also be improved by identifying and connecting names to their variants. In addition, the ontology can be enriched by linking names to other ontologies that can contain themes present in person names (e.g., birds, mammals, plants, natural phenomena). Similarly, the names could be linked to Finnish organization names to help users to identify that a name can be also an organization name or part of it (e.g., family name Pöyry and
the company Pöyry Oy).

The services, tools, and applications of this thesis could be brought to their own portal from where they would be easier to access and test by scholars and software developers. Currently, such a portal is under construction and in addition to tools and applications it will contain their descriptions, API descriptions, and demo UI for testing the applications.
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The digitization of Cultural Heritage collections has enabled the use of computational methods such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) on textual collections. These methods have been used widely in Digital Humanities (DH) to study digitized contents with automated processes. The Semantic Web and linked data technologies have been applied to describe documents and their metadata, such as author, title, or manually assigned keywords. Other information about the content is often scarce and finding text related to an actor can be laborious. This thesis studies models, methods, and tools for transforming and enriching document collections to linked data. Linked data technology can be used to link texts based on their metadata and information extracted from text, such as mentioned actors. This thesis aims to study how the NLP methods and linked data can be used to study digitized document collections, such as biographies. The thesis presents a toolkit that can be used to model, transform, and enrich biographical text document collections to linked data to improve their information retrieval and interoperability internally and with other collections. The data model describing text document collection’s content and features creates a basis for building linked-data-based intelligent services, such as network or linguistic analysis. This approach can be also used to evaluate the quality of text document collections for DH research.